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If someone tells you they've got it all figured 
out—run the other way. If someone says it's 
impossible that they're wrong—run the other 
way. If someone makes everything super 
complex and full of jargon—run the other way. If 
someone has a "hack" for everything—run the 
other way. 

- Brad Stulberg



1. Know and Communicate What You 
Believe





“The Only Zen you find at the Top of the 
Mountain is the Zen you bring with you”  

-  Zen Proverb

If your goal is to win a 
State and National championship, what’s next?



“The challenges of competition can be 
stimulating and enjoyable.  But when 
beating the opponent takes precedence in 
the mind over performing as well as 
possible, enjoyment tends to disappear.  
Competition is enjoyable only when it is a 
means to perfect one’s skills; when it 
becomes an end in itself, it ceases to be fun.”
 - Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi



11 Values We Embrace - www.neuquaxctf.com

#6.  We genuinely care about one another.  We are a family.  We treat 
everyone with respect.  A caring person goes out of their way to never 
separate himself from anyone or make anyone feel beneath him.  “There is 
no elitist separation by academic class, social class, race, religious 
preference, or sexual orientation.” – Dorance.  Respect in our 
organization is shown with a greeting of a handshake and their name.  
Greetings to one another are genuine and forthcoming.  

 I judge a person’s worth by the kind of person he is in life – by the way he 
treats his fellow man, by the way he wants to be treated, and by the way he 
respects people around him”  Calvin Murphy



2. Develop “Aerobic Monsters”



3 Q days, one maintenance day, and 3 recovery days per week.    

● Two-a-days, 3x a week.  Recovery MUST be recovery.
● Rotate between: CV 1000’s, hills, long run, speed days, 

progression runs, Speed Endurance 2, VO2 max work, recovery.

Moderation and Consistency most important.  Most of the time, we 
are counting on 48 hour recovery, not 72. 

Don’t get married to pace charts - go by feel

Every workout - ABC!

 



http://www.runfastcoach.com/calc2/



3. Develop A Season-Long Training Plan
Plan Q days and Races - fill in the rest later  

Use an actual calendar (highly recommend a Google calendar)



Big Picture (20-21)

A. Focus is aerobic development (November 9 - January 3rd) - building up 
base mileage, gradually developing speed components, strengthening 
through plyometrics and weight training; 10-15% threshold work; one long run

B. Focus is running fast without stress on the aerobic system - called reps 
(Jan 4 - Feb 21st) Repeat 100’s, 200’s, 300’s, and 400’s at Speed 
Endurance pace with 2-3 minute easy jog between; introduce CV work with mainly 1200’s with 
1min recovery; alternate long run with long progression run (Big Bluestem!) with hills (not as far as 
the long run); speed challenges; introduce two-a-days.

C. Focus is on CV work and aerobic strength via long hills (Feb 22nd - April 
11th).  VO2 max work is introduced through repeat 800’s and 1000’s.  
Longer speed sessions are incorporated. Two-a-days more consistent.

D. Racing season and fine tuning (April 12th - June 26th); emphasis on 
racing shorter distances (200’s/400’s/800’s) in dual meets; combination 
workouts become more common (ie. CV work followed by reps or VO2 
max followed by tempo).  Athlete and coach decide on area 
of focus - 800/1600 group or 1600/3200 group.



4. Organize an Overnight Team Camp

Sample Itinerary

Sample 
Registration Form



5. Pay Attention to Middle School Kids

And Athletes In Other Sports……
Soccer Testimonial for Track    Join XC After Being Cut



6. Organize a Summer AND Winter 
Training Program



7. Establish Traditions

Memorable Moments



8.  Implement Systems of Communication, Community, & 
Accountability
                                                            www.nequaxctf.com

@nvxc_nvtf

@nvxctf 



9. Beg, Borrow, Steal, and Learn



10. Focus on Sleep, Nutrition, and Time 
Management



Love and Fun Always Wins The Day


